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The capital city Delhi is the greatest educational centre in the country and is known for its higher
educational standard set for the students. It attracts students as well as parents from all over the
country towards its. Delhi schools have been producing great talent since ages. The schools in
Delhi are either Public schools or the Private schools. The city's public school system, the Delhi
Directorate of Education, is one of the largest in Indian cities. People in large number migrate to
Delhi from different cultural background so it is important for the educational authorities of Delhi to
facilitate students with the up to date national and international knowledge by preserving the
traditions and cultural values intact.

The literacy rate of the city id 81.02% and the city provides a perfect ambience for studies to all the
students as different academic inter schools competitions are organized on regular basis. Delhi
education is not limited to some number of subjects but there is a wide range of subjects available
for the students even at the school level. The medium of instruction in private school is mostly
English. Schools in Delhi are run under the authority of either CBSE (The Central Board of
Secondary Education) or ICSE (Council for the Indian School Certificate Examinations).  There are
many schools in Delhi that are taking care of every aspect of a studentâ€™s development. Due to the
increasing number of schools in Delhi the level of competition among them is also increasing and as
a result students are being provided excellent academics and infrastructure.

The foundation of a childâ€™s life is laid in its initial schooling days and therefore many play schools are
being opened in the country. The concept of play schools is not very old but has gained popularity in
short duration only. Earlier it was considered that play schools will add further pressure to the little
kids but then it became clear to the parents that the aim of the play schools is to prepare a child for
the upcoming education challenges without pressurizing them. As the name suggests play schools
are a combination of two things i.e. playing and learning. Students get to learn new things with the
help of playing and also get to develop their creativity. Games included in the curriculum are the
ones that will allow a kid to develop himself mentally and be physically active and stronger. A kid not
only is taught to be mature but also is taken to the gateway of a new world that holds their destiny.

Pune schools apart from the schools in Delhi are the centre of attraction for the masses. It is not
wrong to say that after Delhi, Pune is the major educational hub of the county. The city homes many
good quality schools within its limits. Schools in Pune are either run by the PMC or privately by
individuals or any trust. All schools are affiliated either with the Maharashtra state SSC board or the
all-India Indian Certificate of Secondary Education (ICSE), CBSE or NIOS boards.

All these schools are striving hard for the excellence and perfection in education. They are not only
producing tomorrowâ€™s Einstein but are also producing future Tendulkar and Rehmaan.
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authentic list of schools and can apply to the schools of their choice online. Parents can search for a
International Schools in Pune as well as per their desire and can fill out school registration forms via
online.
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